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Managers Memo 
By:  Sean P Harley 
 
Have a prediction for the title insurance market for 2005?  I have heard reassurances from several 
sources that 2005 will be a solid, if unspectacular, year in terms of our business.  Unfortunately, I 
just don’t hear that in the comments of our agents so far this year.  It is still early in the year, but 
we should all be closely monitoring order counts, cancellation rates and staffing levels for the 
next few months.  If the market is slow to rebound and does not heat up to the record levels of the 
past two years, it may be impossible to climb out of the hole early losses dig for us.  
 
At the same time, lots of work in issuing and reporting policies remain from the high volume 
years we just experienced.  Please address this backlog with sufficient staff to become current 
within the year.  Setting adequate statutory reserves and establishing market shares depend on the 
prompt reporting of these policies.  The great profit results from the last few years are overstated 
if the cost of complete reporting and issuing of policies has not been expensed yet.  
 
Also, it seems that more and more of our business is being captured by affiliated business 
arrangements.  Regulatory compliance and proper disclosure of such arrangements is of 
paramount importance.  Thinking a violation will not come to light is gambling with your 
livelihood.  No amount of business can be worth that risk.  Call me if you have questions or 
concerns on such arrangements.   
 

Title Views 
By:  William J. Zabkar 
 
It’s a new year.  We have the same President and the same military conflicts in Iraq and 
Afghanistan.  More American reservists are being activated and sent abroad to fight or to other 
bases or forts to support the fighting troops.  Because of these conflicts you must familiarize 
yourself with the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act of 2003, (SCRA) the updated and amended 
version of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Civil Relief Act of 1940.  This federal statute provides for 
the temporary suspension of judicial and administrative proceedings that may adversely affect the 
rights of the servicemember during their military service.  SCRA enables servicemembers to 
suspend or postpone certain civil and transactional obligations during and immediately after the 
period of their military service. 
 
SCRA protects active duty members in the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast 
Guard and members of the National Guard called to active duty for 30 days or more.  In addition, 
in certain specific situations (e.g. eviction actions), dependents of military members (e.g. spouse, 
child, someone who is supported by the military member) are also covered. 
 
Some of the protections under SCRA are automatic, such as rights regarding the foreclosure of 



mortgages executed prior to military service.  Others require the military member to take 
affirmative action in order to receive the protection. 
 
A sale, foreclosure or seizure of real property for a breach of a mortgage, deed of trust or other 
security in the nature of a mortgage that:  (a) originated before the servicemember’s period of 
military service and for which the servicemember is still obligated, and (b) encumbers real 
property owned by the servicemember, shall not be valid if made during, or within 90 days after, 
the servicemember’s period of military service; except:  (a) upon court order granted before such 
sale or foreclosure; or (b) if made pursuant to agreement executed by the servicemember.  These 
protections apply only to mortgages or deeds of trust that were executed prior to the 
servicemember’s military service.  They also apply to the sale of real property for real estate taxes 
or assessments. 
 
In any civil action or proceeding in which a defendant servicemember does not make an 
appearance, the court, before entering a judgment for the plaintiff, must require the plaintiff to file 
with the court an affidavit:  (a) stating whether or not the defendant is in military service and 
showing necessary facts to support the affidavit; or (b) stating that the plaintiff is unable to 
determine whether or not the defendant is in military service. 
 
If you are ask to insure a sale out of a foreclosure action or tax sale and either no affidavit has 
been filed as required above or the affidavit states the plaintiff was unable to determine whether 
or not the defendant is in the military service you must use the following exception in any 
commitment or title policy issued insuring that judicial sale: 
 
“Any claim based upon the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, 50 U.S.C.S. section 501 et seq., 
which restricts foreclosure, forfeiture and other legal proceedings based upon military 
service in the uniformed services of the United States.” 
 
The Department of Defense, Defense Manpower Data Center (the “DMDC”) recently developed 
a website enabling civilians to verify the current military status of servicemembers.  Users must 
register in advance in order to use the website.  Registered users can return to verify a person’s 
military status again at a later date, or to verify the military status of other persons. 
 
To obtain the forms required to register to use the website contact:  Department of Defense, 
Human Resources Activity, Defense Manpower Data Center, 1600 Wilson Blvd., Suite 400 
Arlington, VA  22209-2593, phone number 703-696-6762, fax 703-696-4156. 
 
It is also possible to verify the current military status of servicemembers by writing or faxing the 
DMDC, at the above address.  Mail requests must contain a stamped, self-addressed envelope.  
The DMDC requires a local Washington, D.C. fax number or a toll-free fax number in order to 
provide verification of military status by fax. 
 
In order to obtain reliable current information about a person from the DMDC, a requester must 
provide:  (1) the person’s first and last name (middle name or initial is helpful but not necessary), 
plus (2) either: (a) the person’s social security number (preferred) and/or (b) the person’s date of 
birth. 
 
If you cannot verify that the defendant is not in the military you must place the above exception 
in Schedule B of all commitments and policies insuring a sale out of a foreclosure or tax sale. 
 
If you have any questions contact your local underwriting counsel. 



 
 
Tech Notes 
By: Tom Fiegl 

 
An Ounce of Prevention is Worth a Pound of Cure 

 
The computers on which we rely so heavily in our offices have grown from being a novelty to a 
trusted business tool.   Where a fax machine was once king of instant inter-office communication, 
e-mail has replaced the fax as the preferred method of transferring information.  From 
commitments to HUD-1s to closing packages, your workstation is your lifeline.  In many 
instances, we take our computers for granted, not unlike our automobiles – start them up and get 
going.  But like our cars, neglecting basic maintenance on your computer could lead to problems 
in the future. 
 
Regular computer maintenance is easy to do and with some of the features in the newest 
operating systems and programs, maintenance routines can be automated to run on a schedule.  
Other tasks can be “tickled” to remind you to perform those jobs on a regular basis.  None of the 
following tasks require an advanced technological degree, or even a teen-ager to complete, and 
may be the difference in staying up and running and falling victim to a tech pitfall. 
 

• The data on your computer system is your lifeline.  Consider what would happen if your 
data was lost.  What would become of your business?  Have you taken the proper steps to 
ensure that you could continue your business in the face of a loss of a workstation, server 
or Internet?  Having a backup of your data at a minimum, and a Business Resumption 
Plan is not only smart, but responsible planning.  Make sure that plan includes a 
redundancy for your Internet connection.   

 
• While many offices are not large enough to justify the expense of a full time tech 

employee, having a local company or consultant on whom you may rely for tech issues, 
maintenance and troubleshooting is smart, forward thinking management.  Many 
companies have sprung up to handle these duties for small to medium sized businesses 
and offer a variety of plans to suit any budget.  A good question to ask is this:  what 
would be the cost of losing one day of business?  Two days?  A week?  Figure money 
losses and damage to your good name and service.  Would that be more than the cost of 
having a tech consultant to watch your system?  If your office is fortunate enough to have 
a tech person on staff, please encourage them to read this and add their own 
recommendations.   

 
• Make sure that your network and workstations are equipped with anti-virus software.  

These programs are designed to act as a gatekeeper and deny a harmful computer virus to 
infiltrate your network.  There are many different brands from which to choose, and 
should allow you to install and configure the program to automatically search the Internet 
on a regular basis for the latest virus “definitions”.   

 
• Many Internet sites that you visit may try to load programs on to your computer that you 

may not want and could be harmful to its operation, as they monitor the web sites you 
visit.  Known as “spyware”, these programs load many times without warning and have a 
cumulative effect of dramatically slowing the computer’s processor.  Time is crucial and 
if your computer is slow, your level of customer service is going to suffer.  Again, there 



are a number of spyware detecting programs available, some free as an Internet 
download. 

 
• Microsoft is constantly researching technological challenges to the everyday user and 

will release free updates to its products to licensed users.  Those users with computers 
operating on Windows 2000 Professional and above have a feature that allows these 
updates to be automatically downloaded to your workstation.  As a side note, this is not 
considered to be spyware as there are no monitoring features built into these updates. 

 
• Just like that trashcan under your desk, your computer has its own trashcan, called the 

Recycle Bin.  Any items you delete get stored in this area and you must take an additional 
step to permanently delete this information.  It’s a good idea to empty that from time to 
time, as the items tend to build up rather quickly.  Also check your e-mail program’s 
Deleted Items file and delete those items too.   

 
• Your computer has functionality built in to store little bits of information that will help it 

to work faster, like remembering websites.  Temporary Files, Temporary Internet Files 
and Cookies are examples of this.  While having them may help a web page to load more 
quickly, too many of any of them could lead to workstation slowdowns.  Clearing items 
that have been saved or “cached” will NOT result in your computer being unable to go to 
those websites, and if cleared regularly may lead to continued system speed.   

 
• Restart or “reboot” your computer once a week.  This enables the computers memory to 

reset itself for maximum benefit.  Additionally, it’s a good idea to unplug your keyboard, 
monitor and mouse from time to time and plug them back in to make sure you have a 
good connection.  While you’re doing that, a light dusting of the computer and monitor is 
a good suggestion.  Keep the cooling fan on the machine free from dust and position the 
computer so that there is a good airflow to the fan.   

 
This is not an exhaustive list of things to consider, just a few basic things to keep in mind.  
Without technology, your business is bound to lag behind the competition.  Keeping your 
network and workstations working at maximum efficiency is not hard, but it is a job that must be 
executed with care and persistence.  Properly done, your technology will work with you and for 
you and keep you “in the game”.  If you have any questions about technology, please contact 
Tom Fiegl at 614-818-1388 or e-mail at tfiegl@stewart.com. 



 
 
MARK  YOUR CALENDARS 
Stewart Title Guaranty Company will be presenting 3 Roundtable Agent Meetings for credit.  3 CLE and 
3.5 CIE.  See the following locations and dates.  If you have not sent in your reservation please do so as 
soon as possible. 
 
March 23, 2005 (Wednesday) 
Clarion Hotel 
5300 Rockside Road 
Independence, OH  44131 
 
April 5, 2005 (Tuesday) 
Embassy Suites 
2700 Corporate Exchange Drive 
Columbus, OH  43231 
 
April 20, 2005 (Wednesday) 
Clarion Hotel  
5901 Pfeiffer Road 
Cincinnati, OH  45242 
 
 

Now Available – Joint Marketing Products! 
 

Stewart Title Guaranty Company is happy to announce 
the capability of producing marketing products with 

our name and YOURS! 
 

You can view our products at our online store at 
www.stewartmarketing.com 

(if you have never visited the site, you will need to set-up an account. 
Have your Agent ID number handy when visiting the site) 

 
The prices and set-up fees will vary from what 
you may see listed on the website based on the 

quantity of items ordered, but we do get good rates based on 
the large volume of business we do with our vendors! 

 
Please contact Paige I. Taliak at 440-979-9622 

or 
Terrie Lapetina at 713-625-8272 

 



 
 
 
The following article, “Preventing Embezzlement”, is reprinted courtesy of Safe Checks 
– www.safechecks.com 
 



or the past 25 years, the
accounting firm KPMG

International has surveyed the
top 1000 firms in the United

States, asking them to rank the crimes
that hurt their company the most, both
internally and externally. KPMG does not ask
how many dollars were lost, only the ranking
of the types of crime.

Since the survey began, embezzlement
has ranked Number 1 among these firms.
Check fraud did not make the list until 10

years ago, when it ranked ninth. Today, it
ranks Number 2.

Under the revised Uniform Commercial
Code (UCC), employers have sole responsibility
for the actions of their employees. Employers
are in a far better position to avoid losses by
carefully selecting and supervising their
employees, and by adopting other internal
fraud prevention measures. By strictly
following basic internal financial controls,
companies can prevent or substantially reduce
these crimes.

HIRING PRACTICES
Use hiring procedures that keep people

with questionable backgrounds out of your
organization. Thoroughly check all references.
Confirm employment dates and look for time
gaps in a résumé. When filling positions in
sensitive areas, conduct complete background
checks. Use bonded temporaries in financial
functions.

Prevent ghost employees and improperly
altered pay rates by restricting access to the
personnel master file records. Adding new
employees or changing pay rates should
require supervisory approval and supporting
documentation.

Establish internal procedures to prevent
the theft of incoming or outgoing checks. Mail
room personnel must have clean backgrounds.
Bonding makes sense. Many crime victims
have traced the source to their own mail rooms!

CONTROLLING CHECK STOCK
Establishing tight controls over the

storage and distribution of check stock is
essential in preventing the theft and
unauthorized use of corporate checks. Under
Articles 3 and 4 of the UCC, if a bank

customer is negligent with their
checks, and if that negligence
contributes substantially to a forgery,
the bank may have no liability.

All check reorder forms and
checks, whether preprinted or
entirely blank, must be stored in a
locked area, cabinet, or room with
access restricted to only those
persons responsible for issuing
checks. Only these people should
have keys or combinations to the
secure storage area. Maintain a

detailed inventory log of all checks received
into the supply area. Conduct a physical
inventory at least quarterly and account for
every check. Keep check boxes sealed until
they are required for use. Turn the sealed
boxes over monthly to verify that the bottom
has not been sliced open and checks
removed. Cleaning crews must not have
access to the area where checks are stored.
Change keys and combination locks that
safeguard checks annually.

Empty the printer after every check run
and return them to the locked storage area. If
unused checks from the last check run are not
immediately returned to secure storage, an
unauthorized employee or a cleaning crew
member could find the checks in the printer
and use them for unauthorized purposes.
Emptying the printer seems obvious, but it is a
practice frequently overlooked.

True Story: A major apparel maker in the
Northwest fell victim to a scam involving the
theft of a few blank checks left behind from a
check run. The company was initially puzzled
over how the checks could have been stolen,
but a review by an accounts payable audit firm
revealed that the source of the stolen checks
was an unemptied printer tray.

Zero-amount checks and checks that
have been cancelled or voided should
immediately be written or stamped with “void”
or “cancelled.” Cancelled or voided checks
should not be left unattended in someone’s In-
box. Someone other than the accounts
payable processor who made the original
transaction should be responsible for handling
voided or cancelled checks. When shredding
negotiable documents, have two people
present, or use a bonded shredder.

TIMELY RECONCILIATIONS
Timely account reconciliation is an

extremely important control to prevent
embezzlement and detect check fraud.
Checking accounts should be reconciled as
soon as the bank statement arrives. The
reconciliation should be reviewed by the
appropriate manager, with any discrepancies
investigated immediately. It is the account
holder's responsibility to ensure that
statements are received, reconciled and
reviewed for any forged or altered checks.
Suspicious items must be reported to the bank
immediately.

True Story: The payroll department of a
city in the West had a practice of throwing
checks that had been crumpled by the printer
into the trash without voiding them. The
cleaning crew retrieved those checks, forged
signatures, and cashed them for large
amounts of money. The thefts were not
discovered until the account was overdrawn,
but by then, over $1,000,000 was stolen. The
city, it was discovered, had not reconciled its
accounts in over six months, and its own
practices had contributed substantially to the
loss. The bank lost the customer, but was not
liable except for the first few checks.

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE
Obsolete check stock should be

destroyed as soon as possible and never left
unattended. Some people believe there is no
need for concern about checks drawn on a
closed account. This is not true. Checks are
checks and must be kept under lock and key.
Although an account may be closed, someone
could steal and pass the old checks to an
unsuspecting third party. Under the UCC, a
“holder in due course” could successfully sue
the check maker, who would be deemed
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If you make it easy for people to steal from you, they will.
- Frank W. Abagnale

PREVENTING EMBEZZLEMENT

FF



negligent and held responsible for the loss.
(Visit www.FraudTips.net.)

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
PAYROLL CONTROLS

The payroll and accounts payable
functions are particularly vulnerable to
embezzlement, and controls over those
functions are needed to prevent payments to
ghost employees or vendors. Corporations are
totally responsible for any unauthorized
payments made by a dishonest employee.

To help identify and reduce exposure to
fraud in the payables area, engage an
accounts payable audit firm with the
experience to properly audit this area. The
better firms provide a detailed review of a
company's disbursement procedures as part
of their audit, which is generally conducted on
a no-fee contingency basis.

VENDOR MASTER FILE
Protect the accounts payable and

procurement functions by controlling how
vendors are added to the system and how
invoices are processed. Access to the vendor
master file records should be tightly restricted.
Changing vendor records or adding new
vendors should require supervisory approval
and supporting documentation. Someone
independent of the buying and payment
processing functions should review all new
supplier entries. The review should always
include a telephone call to the new supplier
using a phone number obtained from an
external directory source such as 411. Verify
the name, address, and Federal tax ID number.

Payroll controls should ensure that only
legitimate employees can be added to the
system and that the rate of pay cannot be
changed without supervisor approval and
supporting documentation.

VENDOR PAYMENTS
Checks should always be mailed directly

to the vendor or payee, and not returned to the
requesting operating unit, department, division,
or branch office. Returning checks to the
requester is open invitation for fraud because
of the risk of alteration.

True Story: An employee of a large
company was caught altering payees on
checks intended for charities. Because the
charitable contributions were within budget,
and because charities don’t invoice, nothing
was missed. The embezzlement was found by
an accounts payable auditor.

AUDITS
Conduct periodic surprise audits of the

various check control functions. Audits should
test the overall system to ensure that it is
functioning as it should. Independent,
experienced individuals trained in software
systems and theft detection should conduct
these audits.

Create audit trails by restricting access to
the master file records. Most computer
systems can create an audit
trail of all changes made to
the master file records,
including who made them and
who approved them.
Someone independent should
regularly print and review a
report detailing the changes.
This report is sometimes
referred to as an “access
matrix.” The access matrix
should list each person with
system access and the
person’s level of access by
module. Comparing the access authority of
each employee should be part of this review.
Determine a standard “access profile” for each
employee position and restrict the master file
records to these persons. Immediately delete
the names of employees who are terminated
or have their positions modified, and
investigate any unusual or suspicious activity.

True Story: A major manufacturer
discovered that an accounts payable
supervisor had edited a supplier record in the
master file before the accounts payable
checks were printed. The employee had
access to set up and edit records in the
supplier master file, but the oversight function
was not in place. A vendor’s name had been
changed to the employee’s mortgage
company, along with a reference to his loan
number. Most mortgage companies accept
large principal reductions outside of regular
monthly payments only with specific written
instructions to do so. Since the employee
could not intercept mailing of the payment, a
written note was not included. The fraud was
discovered when the mortgage company
returned the check to the manufacturer.

SEPARATE FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITIES

Make sure separate groups of people are
responsible for the accounts payable, accounts
receivable, and banking functions. Divide
financial responsibilities to ensure that the
people adding new vendors to the master

vendor file are not approving invoices for
payment. The people issuing checks should
not reconcile the account. If duties are not
separated, a dishonest employee could issue a
check to him or herself or to a co-conspirator,
remove the check from the bank statement,
and adjust accounting records to hide the
embezzlement. Receipts and deposits must
balance each day, and separate people should
perform these duties to prevent forged
endorsements.

Mailed checks that are returned by the
Post Office as undeliverable should not be
returned to the person who wrote them.
Someone independent from the disbursement
process should handle these exceptions and
investigate the reason for their return. A
separate post office box should be established
for returned checks. Replace your company
name and address on disbursement envelopes
with a simple post office box number.

True Story: An uncashed disbursement
check was returned to an accounts payable
clerk because she originated the invoice entry.
The clerk put the check in a desk drawer and
forgot about it for several months. Upon
cleaning her desk, she discovered the returned
check. When she checked the paid history,
she realized the supplier had returned the
check when it was determined to be a
duplicate payment of an invoice. She also
noticed that the payee name had been printed
slightly below “Payee” on the check. With a
bit of effort she managed to align the check
and insert her name above the original payee
in a print similar to the original, along with “or”
following her name. An accounts payable
auditor searching for duplicate payments
discovered the fraud. The auditor was asked
by the supplier to provide copies of both
cancelled checks as proof of duplicate
payment. This example is another reason to
engage a qualified accounts payable audit firm
to review your disbursements.
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